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Concert #2 Contact & Sexuality       AdK Berlin  2014-10-31 
 
1995 Workgroup School of Sensitivity – Contact & Sexuality  
DH in Tanzfabrik Berlin. One result was a text for CQ Vol 21 N°2 1996 
 
A stream of thoughts               8–9 min 
duet Andrea + Jörg  
Taschenlampe: Finn 
Taschenlampe: Dieter reading 
 
A stream of thoughts | Dieter Heitkamp, 10th ECITE Amsterdam 1995 
 

Yellow flowers in the evening sun. 
yellow, orange, juicy. 
Swet running down from my armpits. 
Sitting on a balcony rooftop in Amsterdam  
July 19th 1995. 
Remembering the ECITE last january. 
Warm feelings, 
Tender moments, 
Daring temptations. 
It obviously started much earlier – 
The wish to share thoughts and feelings about 
contact & sexuality. 
For me it was there from the very beginning. 
My very beginning? 
Beginning with contact in Berlin in 1977. 
The wish to touch, to be touched in many ways. 
Close and from the distance. 
There is a giant range of....? (things) to be explored. 
Dancing, moving, being moved, supported, supporting. 
Assisted levitation. 
Floating like the streaming swet under my armpits. 
Rivers of bodily pleasure. 
Breaking the flow. 
Taking a break. 
Refreshment. 
Often I come out of dancing refreshed, 
Energised. 
Sexual energy is a wonderful energy source. 
A source of life energy. 
Shift _ 
The possibility to change, 
taking a different view. 
Sense, 
Sense fullness, 
Sensuous. 
Bite 
Developing hunger. 
The desire for movement. 
The desire for stillness. 
The daily delight of touch. 
Thankfulness 
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For an alphabet, 
A vocabulary to communicate in divers ways, layers, textures. 
Getting a grip on... 
Begreifen, erfassen, 
Worte, meanings. 
Sometimes it is useful to find words for situations, sensations. 
Life is sensational, 
And so is dancing 
And I love to dance. 
 
The 4 directions of the heart: 
Unprejudice, Compassion, Affection, Love. 
Red, bloodful, wild, beefy dancing. 
There is risk involved, 
but also care. 
Caring for oneself, a partner, a group. 
Being on the edge. 
How to approach the edge? 
Slowly. 
Enjoying the view from the edge, 
hanging out there. 
Feeling the buoayancy, 
fluids in the body, 
Bodies in fluid. 
Listening to physical messages. 
Free floating, 
Suspended in water, 
Supported under sacrum and cranium. 
Have you ever seen a public pool with several couples floating? 
The quiet, calm, peaceful energy radiating outwards 
like circles, ripples of water on a smooth pond. 
Going public, being in public. 
Dealing with my own voyeurism, exhibitionism. 
Freikörperkultur. 
There is a naked movement, remember Laban on Monte Verita! 
There are tabus, 
and tabus are different in different countries, cultures. 
I enjoy going through different parks and meadows in Berlin, 
and people are naked. 
The pleasure of touching skin. 
Skinny. 
How thin can this membrane be or how permeable? 
Durchlässig. 
Lassen, letting go, letting go of preconceptions, 
How the meeting will happen. 
How to approach 
Closeness, openessss. 
The secret and magic of bodies in motion. 
Klarheit 
Das Thema der Klarheit, 
der klaren Abgrenzung. 
Clarity. 
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Setting clear borders. 
Xjamal, i am very thankful for the yes/no practice we did in the workgroup 
„breathing, charging & transforming“ 
up there under the roof of Da Costa Kade. 
Saying no. 
Stop. 
Stop the fear of rejection. 
Starting over again. 
 
1995 breathing, charging and transforming  
studylab 10th ECITE Xamal Zanita, Weyke Koopmanns, DH and others 
 
1996 Contact Quarterly focus on Sexuality and identity 
 
2000 Magazin für Contact Improvisation und die Sexualität? 
 
Following pulse & rhythm            8–10 min 
Dieter explaining set up of room and spiral 
in Duette  
Musik Keith Jarrett Köln Concert 
 
Licht an/ aus 
 
Saying YES / NO in couples possibly in groups                6–8 min 
 
Licht an/ aus 
 
2010 TOUCH & PLAY Festival a place to explore the human chemistry in CI 
From the invitation: We will be looking at the intimacy involved in creating close and improvised 
physical contact with another person. We will research the impact of emotions on our dances, 
explore our sensuality by bringing our senses into the game, and create a safe and 
consensual space for people to investigate the place of sexuality in their dance and play. 
 
 
set up space David is taking the cards, Finn and Nadja the table 
Course desription: going into details, different directions and extremes 
a workshop I have been teaching with Norbert Pape during the 
Touch & Play Festival / 29.4. – 3.5. 2010 / Uferstudios Berlin 
 
Communication through touch is a fundamental element in Contact Improvisation (CI).  Letting 
oneself be touched can be a playful, adventurous journey into risky territory – not necessarily 
breathtaking acrobatics, but who knows? Not knowing as an option. When do you say “NO”, set a 
boundary? Multidirectionality – How direct can you be?  
Going into details, different directions and extremes: small/ big, slow/fast, hard/soft, active/passive, 
silent/loud, ….. Dancing CI you get to places and into situations, where you can only be because 
of the support, the presence of and the exchange with a partner. 
Dieter Heitkamp and Norbert Pape will be co-teaching this workshop. During the last years they 
have been exploring the use of the senses in “Moving from the skin” and “The school of 
sensitivity”. Other areas of their research examines the relation between “dancing and writing“ and 
“politics of dancing”.  
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FOCUS   Stimulated by the processes in two artistic research projects that are happening at the 
moment in Frankfurt, we decided to work on two specific themes:  
   1.) „Schiele / watching“ – the relation between a painter/photographer and a model  
   2.) „Oral History Interviews“ – how to get to substantial information through asking    
          questions – the relation between an interviewer and a narrator. 
We explained how we want to combine and connect these 2 themes, their relation to details, 
different directions and extremes. 
 
EXHIBIT/ionism „seeing and letting oneself be seen“ 
Watching and letting oneself be watched is an important aspect in the relation between a model 
and a painter / photographer and as well between a dancer / performer and members of an 
audience. 
 
The sketches, drawings, aquarells and oilpaintings of the austrian painter EGON SCHIELE (1890–
1918)have been a true inspiration and became the starting point for day 1 of our workshop. Before 
the course started we taped b&w copies of Schieleʼs artwork on two walls, creating a „gallery“, an 
exhibition in two sections–Solo/Duet. These images are kind of infectuous and can draw the 
attention of the viewer through their expressive physicality, provocative sensuality and unusual 
perspectives.  
A lot of early Contact Improvisation performances happened in gallery spaces. 
 

Solo: looking at pictures showing a single woman or man, you can feel the  
presence of the painter and sense the relation between painter and model.   
 

Duet: many of his drawings show couples „embracing“ each other. 
 

  
 

Others are irritating because Schiele connects  
two people in one frame, but drawing them from different perspectives. 
There are many details in Schieleʼs paintings to be discovered: extreme positioning of hands and 
fingers, heads in weired angels, bodyparts highlighted by colour, the relation between skin/nudity 
and planes of colour/clothes..........One strategy in day oneʼs teaching was to talk a lot, offer lots of 
divers information, different directions and perspectives, asking participants to choose what 
works for them in order to become present and fully involved in what they are doing, perceiving on 
several levels at the same time  
 _ listening to their inner monologue within their skinesphere (quote NSSmith), 
    which functions also as a boundary between ourselves and the environment 
 _ noticing what is going on with their partner 
 _ sensing what is happening in the room 
 _ realising that there is a world outside of this room 
encouraging participants to look at things from extreme perspectives, working extremely slow. 
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EMBRACES / Verschiebungen painter x model | performer x audience     8–10 min 
Laurin / Orla; Finn / Nadja | schmaler Tisch, Hocker, Wand  
Andrea live camera / Jörg watcher with flash light 
costumes: underwear, tattoo shirt, bone shirt, open shirts 
Max / David writing, breathing 
M: reading Definition Katja Cheraneva 
D: reading Definitions 

 
Udo Hesse 

Licht an/ aus 
 

Text: Der Tänzer                    2 min 
Invitation for audience to move 
Übertragungsprozesse von Bildern in Worte in Bewegung 
 

 
Chris Jäger Foto: Linnan Zhang            Der Tänzer, 1913                Bildnis Friderike Maria Beer, 1914 
 
Bildbeschreibung von Rudolf Leopold über Schieles Bild Der Tänzer 1913 
Eine seltsame Figur, ein seltsamer Tänzer mit eckigen, hektisch-rhythmischen. Diesem Gewissen Außer-sich-Sein 
folgt auch die übrige Gestaltung. Wie in Trance ist der fest aufgedrückte Bleistift geführt: Scharfe Konturen wechseln 
mit sensiblem Gekritzel.  Seine linke Hand geht zur Leder-matte. Zackenform und einander überkreuzende Linien 
treten auf. Ebenso suggestiv wirkt die Malerei. Die linke Hand schiebt das Jackett hoch. Noch weniger ans 
Gegenständliche gebunden, spiegelt sie die Erregung des Tänzers wie die des Malers. Hände parallel vor dem 
Körper 
Rot, Ocker, Blau und Braun herrschen vor, sind in mannigfaltigen Flecken und ausfahrenden Pinselzügen angebracht. 
Er wendet den Oberkörper nach links. Das Unstabile der Figur, die Schräge Ihres Körpers und noch mehr ihrer 
Beine, wird durch den vorgeschobenen rechten Arm und den (hinter hochgerissener linker Schulter) vorgestreckten 
Kopf mit Absicht nicht voll ausgewogen.  
 
Der Tänzer               6 –7 min 
Trios: Laurin, Finn, Orla / Jörg, Nadja, David 
Soli, Andrea, Max, Dieter am Tisch 
Musik The loss of small detail 
Invitation for audience to go around and look at dance from different perspectives 
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Licht an/ aus 
 

men / women / human                     4 min 
men: crossdressing / all men in skirts 
Musik Hans Peter Kuhn #2 

Stichwort:  Projekt: 5 mann DH, Bob Rease 1983     
  Mark Tompkins Trilogie 1985, 1986, 1987 
 

Licht an/ aus 
 

women: 3 mats                      5 min 
Musik Sidsel Andresen, Survival Techniques  stepping only on partner 
2 men renewing spiral 
survival techniques in contact –> rolling falling 
 

Licht an/ aus 
 

number score 9 – 7 – 1 – 8 – 0 – 3 – 2 – 5          12–15 min 
Sound  9 Dieter Bird whistle / 7 Max lokomotiva / 1 Orla singing I am not crying 
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Licht an/ aus 
 

Task for Audience                    6 min 
 

Es gibt eine sehr schöne Übung zu Berührung, die ich das erste Mal in einem Tanz-Video  
Seminar mit Lisa Nelson gemacht habe. Sie ist neben Nancy Stark Smith, eine der  
Herausgeberinnen des Tanzjournals CONTACT QUARTERLY und hat sich sehr viel mit 
Wahrnehmungsphänomenen im Tanz befasst. 
Die Übung wird in 4 Schritten für jeweils eine Minute durchgeführt und ist auf Berührung  
an den bloßen Armen und Händen beschränkt. Sie können ja schon mal die Ärmel hoch- 
krempeln. Zwei Personen sitzen sich gegenüber.  
 
      1.) Person A berührt Person B an Hand & Unterarm, um sich selbst zu spüren.  
      2.) Person A berührt Person B, um die Oberflächen von B zu spüren.  
      3.) Person B berührt Person A um sich selbst zu spüren. 
      4.) Person B berührt Person A, um die Oberflächen von A zu spüren.  
          Dieter sagt die einzelnen Minuten an 
 

 
 

Und STOP. Vielen Dank. Sie haben jetzt Zeit 2 Minuten um über ihre Erfahrungen mit ihrem 
Partner zu reden. Die Zeit läuft. Go! 
 
setting up 9 mats and leather mat: underwear 
 
Liste: touch / being touched                 6 min 
Trio  Andrea, Jörg, Finn 
Duett Nadja, David 
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Berühren 
packen, schieben, streichen, drücken, umarmen, umbeinen, schlagen, streifen, streicheln, haften, 
schubbern, schmusen, stoßen, beißen, lecken, küssen, tasten, kratzen, auflegen,(an)fassen, 
antippen, bohren, (er/be)greifen, umschlingen, anschmiegen, pieksen, würgen, reißen, 
penetrieren, kitzeln, kneifen, kraulen, füßeln, klopfen, pusten, massieren, hauen, zerren  
 
Berührt werden 
schmelzen, zurückziehen, anspannen, ja sagen, erröten, schwitzen, glühen, nachgeben, zittern, 
schaudern, zusammenziehen, weggehen, gegen drücken, entspannen, zucken, zulassen, 
verschließen, einlassen, reiben, platzen, lachen, kichern, schreien, nein sagen, spüren 

 

 
Licht an/ aus 
 
TAP Solo David 1 tap shoe + 1 boot on table, bench, stool, ceiling             3 min 
               

           
Dieter Heitkamp 

Licht an/ aus 
 
Contact & Retina                6 min 
Finn +Orla with table, more couples 
/Users/dieterheitkamp/Desktop/going into contact/0 Exhibition/1 AdK Berlin/Fotos UH  

  
 
Licht an/ aus 
 
Warming up of audience                1 min 
hit yourself, stimulate nerve endings 
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Workshop on pain processing Max – David / Laurin – Finn                      6 min 
 

 
 

touch & play festival____workshop on pain processing with felix ruckert  
saturday may 1st 2010, Uferstudios 
 
social beings 
to process pain means that you can adjust to it 
thatʼs different with harmfull pain 
 
#1 exercise 
_ take your skin 
felix grabs into the skin of his lower arm, squeezes and pulls skin 
   2 things are happening 
 _ compression of the skin 
 _ extension of the skin at the same time 
_ increase the pressure and process pain 
   you adjust to it 
   most pain is either compression or extension 
 

he lies down on the floor,  
_ feel the air pressure on top of you 
_ experiment with giving yourself all kinds of pain 
_ compressing or expanding 
_ exploring conflict and discomfort on your own 
 

he gives participants some minutes to explore on their own 
_ observing, questioning comfort & discomfort 
_ naming them, talk to yourself 
 

_ lie down on your back and feel the echo 
   the more input, the more echo you will feel 
he gives time to feel the echo 
 
 
discomfort  
in normal life, we will avoid discomfort. 
in dance classes you can observe dancers that are experiencing pain  
and creating structures to exercise 
in contact you are active and passiv 
part of you is controlling 
doing what you did to yourself with a partner,  
this person needs the same sensitivity 
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how much is good for your partner? 
and where can you do this on their body? 
 
 
# 2   partner exercise  10 minutes 
security advice 
if you get too much, signal to your partner and lift a hand 
be aware that everybody is different and will respond differently 
some people may have had traumatic experiences 
find out where it is too much 
 
felix demonstrates with a partner pulling the skin on his stomach 
you may observe their face, it will tell you ... 
what is your intuition doing this? 
imagine doing this to yourself 
 

he gives time to explore in couples, 
one person is giving pain to the other, 
treating the receiving partner for some time 
changing rolls, exploring both sides 
 
 
instruments 1 
felix brings in objects, gathers participants around him and them 
there are 4 objects here 
 

big long square wooden stick(4x4x50 cm), big clamp, whip, bunch of keys 
an instrument is an extension of your hand 
felix takes the big wooden stick, touches s.o. with it 
 

some of these instruments are very primitive 
but they have a lot of power 
our sense of touch is also outside of our hands 
we are sensing on the extension of the body (the end of the stick) 
 

he takes the clamp 
I could squeeze with my hands  
 

demonstrates with hands on shoulder of a partner 
than uses the clamp to pintch the skin 
I can use a clamp, than my hands are free to do something else 
 
he takes the whip, hits his thies with his hand and than with the whip 
a whip is different - using 20 fingers instead of 5 
 
compression and extension 
Contact Improvisation & SM 
both are forms that allow an intimate communication 
in SM via a set of instruments 
in SM you have a more clear definition between active and passive 
and at a certain moment they become one 
they become the same 
 
 
# 3  exercise 
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each couple takes a stick 
connect through the floor 
the stick can be like a third leg 
 

felix touches the floor with the stick, moves it, gives weight 
sense through the stick, feel the surfaces 
 

touches the partner with the stick 
not only focus on the person 
also focus on the floor 
giving sensations through the stick 
where does your contact come from? 
how are you positioning yourself? 
are you distancing yourself? 
steps back from partner, moving the stick rather unensitiv 
are you taking yourself out? 
it is not the stick 
it is your position 
I am there and not there 
demonstrates with stick, hits partner in 2 different ways, 
1 stronger and more precise 
the sound is very different 
are you with the person? 
the more you are with them, the more you reassure them 
he gives time to explore sticks in couples,  
partners experiencing both sides 
giving/testing and receiving 
time for verbal exchange 
 
 
instruments 2 
he opens his large toolbox with  
thin round 50 cm long sticks, different whips, big/small clamps, ropes 
there are special technics with each of those tools 
he takes a rope, demonstrates with a partner 
a rope is about embracing or restriction 
compression and extension 
  
with a whip it is more ......... 
takes a new partner, both are holding their left hands,  
holding whips in the other hand 
and start hitting each other quite hard 
it is a workshop whip and does not hurt so much 
he says smiling 
 
your body creates fast a lot of adrenalin, vitality is rising 
it needs a lot of practice 
the most important thing is: 
who is doing it and with what intention 
 
 
# 4  exercise 
couples have to choose an instrument  
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felix gives time to explore both sides 
tell me about intention 
if you want to hurt s.o., you should have a positive approach  
and intention to create s.th. positive 
a sadistic approach can be different 
 
are you just pleasing the person and not yourself? 
if you are exited, your partner will sense this  
and than you donʼt have to seduce them anymore 
 
it is a good feeling to feel the blood flow 
both roles are about losing control 
 
first part is about listening 
it is a great tool for communication 
danger hightens awareness 
it is much more about phantasies and imagination 
i had much more injuries during dancing than in SM. 
 
Licht an/ aus 
 
to touch                   4 min 
Text Steve Paxton aus CQ focus on sexuality & identity 
Aufbau der Matten 
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Matten Diagonale                12 min 
Musik   Bang on a can, Iʼve lost my... 
  Laurie Anderson, Walking + Falling 
  Prince, Sometimes it snows in April 
 

   
          Udo Hesse 

 
 


